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SigmaKappaDelta
 
RADIO
 
SPEAKING
 
CLUBljuni°r
 
Prom  
On
 
Elects
 
Officers;
 
'January 
21 
Will 
Ray
 
Wallace
 
Is
 
HOLDS
 
TRYOUTS
 TODAY
 
Have
 
Bob  
Beal's
 
Named
 
President
 
ALL
 
ST
 
u 
--
 
Dance  
Orchestra
 
DECL.  ADREENDT
 
s 
DRAMA  
PERSONALITIES
 
Schumann
 
Appointed
 
Vice
-President
 
Of
 
Honor 
Group 
MEETING
 
FRIDAY
 
Membership
 
Board
 
is
 
Selected
 
To
 
Choose
 
Candidates
 
Ray 
Wallace  
was 
elected
 
presi-
dent
 
of
 
Sigma
 
Kappa
 Delta,
 
journ
 
ahem
 
honor
 
fraternity,
 at the 
tirat  
meeting
 
of 
the 
winter
 
quarter
 
held  
yesterday
 
in the
 
Publications
 
of -
Bee.  
Other  
officers
 
elected
 
Were;
 
Marine
 
Schumann,
 
vice-president;
 
Bill 
Rodrick.
 
secretary;
 and 
Wil-
bur 
Korsmeier,
 
Spartan
 
Daily  
ed-
itor, 
treasurer.
 
Bill 
Rodrick,
 Wilbur 
Korsmeier.
 
ions  
need not be 
memorized
 Mi. 
, 
mid 
Jeanne 
Morehead
 
were  
Etp-
 
should be well 
in 
hand. 
pointed
 to the 
membership
 board ACTUAL EXPERIENCE 
which will select 
possible candi- 
Actual  experience is 
offered  IA 
dates 
for membership to 
SKD.  New the 
society,
 known as Kappa 
Alpha 
members will
 be chosen from 
the Sigma, 
over
 the local station,
 KQW 
older members of 
the Daily staff 
At present a 
series  of Belem, 
who have given 
outstanding  se'- 
porgrams
 called "Have You 
Heard" 
rice, 
and have tilled 
requirements  is being 
undertaken  by the group 
of 
a B average or 
better in their 
with a series 
of one -act 
plays 
Journalistic activity, 
written
 and directed
 by its men, 
bers
 acheduled to 
follow later. 
ELIGIBLE
 
Voice,
 
Expression
 
And  
Diction  
To
 
Be
 
Special 
Numbers  For 
Russian Farce,
 -Squaring The Circle-, To Be 
Junior 
Class
 To 
Given  
With  New Talent 
January  26-28 
Be
 
Played  
San Jose Players will provide a form". Prominent member of San , 
Judged
 
captivatingly funny 
comedy  when Jose High Mask and Scroll, 
Miss'
 
SEMI -FORMAL
 
. 
I they present Kataev's "Squaring Holloway  is an outstanding Phelan ---
Open 
to 
the 
entire
 
student
 
body,
 
I 
the
 
Circle" on 
January 26, 27, and contest winner, a member of Peg- 
Dancing
 From 
9 To 1; 
tryouts for 
membership
 to the
 
!28.
 asus, and of Kappa Alpha Sigma,  
13 d 
Pd
 At 
newly formed
 Radio 
Speaking
 
sod- 
1 
An
 
overcrowded
 noisy tenement honorary 
radio drama
 society. For 
I 
s rice
 
ety will be held 
this afternoon 
room is the setting for the scram- the latter group she is writing a 
$1.25  A 
Couple 
from 
four to six in 
Room 165. 
bled loves 
and 
marriages  and
 their series 
of
 ten plays to be broadcast 
Students  should bring
 two sel- 
facile 
unscrambling.  
Interesting
 
soon
 at KQW. 
Selecting 
one 
of
 the 
best known 
ections that will show
 their versa- 
student 
personalities
 
romp
 their 
May 
McBride,  cast 
in 
a lead 
and 
most 
favored
 
dance orchestras
 
tility in voice, 
diction, expression, 
way
 
through 
the play,
 
greeting
 role as "Tonya", 
is
 a 
sophomore 
for the Junior 
Prom,
 the third 
and
 general capability in 
speaking:
 
, 
their
 
problems
 with an unworried, 
Education 
major  on the Teaching 
"Is 
it 
ethical  or Is 
it unethical"
 :Council.
 Miss 
McBride has never 
air,  
been
 in a play 
before  and is to 
be 
Jean
 
Holloway,
 versatile San 
; 
complimented
 on acquiring a lead 
Iiise
 Player,
 is cast in 
the  lead
 as 
role
 
in a minor
 college produc-
-Ludmilla".
 She 
is remembered 
I tion. 
1,i- 
her comedy roles in 
"Castilla
 1 Bill Jennings, Senior 
P. E. Ma-
rugagement"
 and "Girls in Unl-; 
(Continued on Page 
Four)  
through a microphone. Selections 
should be read in 
not more than 
two 
minutes
 each ,and may covn. 
such subjects as 
announcement'
 
dramatic 
monologues,  poems,
 
de3 
criptions
 of scenes or 
incident-,
 
news commentations, etc. Selee-
FOUR PLAYS 
PRESENTED 
SOON
 
MALES SHOW 
ENTHUSIASM  
IN DANCE 
year men have 
engaged
 Bob Beal 
and  his popular twelve
-piece
 or-
chestra to 
play for the 
annual  
winter
 season highlight
 to be given 
in the Civic 
Auditorium  Friday eve-
ning, 
January 21. 
Beal 
and his 
orchestra  
have
 
just 
finished a 
contract  at the 
Athens 
Club
 in Oakland, 
having 
recently
 appeared at 
the Palace 
Hotel and at 
the Mark Hopkins 
Hotel in San 
Francisco. Several 
special musical 
numbers
 to be ded-
icated  to the Junior class will 
be 
played 
by the dance
 band. 
Dancing  
will  begin 
at 9 p.m.
 
and 
last until 1 
o'clock.  The 
Prom  
. 
is
 to be 
semi
-formal, 
no corsage 
One -Act Presentations Men's Dancing Class affair. 
The next meeting of 
Sigma
 
Hap- 
Written By Kaucher,
 And Orchesis To 
Bids,  attractively 
designed  in 
sil-
ver
 
and  
gold,  are selling 
fast,
 ac -
pa Delta will be 
held  Friday 
at 
Tryouts
 will be judged by 
a 
com  
Douglas,
 C 1 a n c y Give 
Program  
cording 
to the 
executive  
commit -
four 
cre..lock  
in the 
Publications  
mittee  
of
 Kappa 
Alpha 
Sigma 
tee  which 
urges 
students  who
 de -
office,
 
according
 to 
President  Ray 
members  and 
by Mr. 
William  
Mc- 
Four original
 one -act 
plays, 
Nineteen  enthusiastic men 
met 
sire 
to attend 
to buy their
 bids 
Wallace
 who
 asks all old members 
Coard,  
adviser  of the 
society.
 
Or -
three written by 
members  of 
the 
last
 night in the Women's gym
 before 
the limited
 350 are
 gone. 
to 
be 
present.
 
ganized
 last 
quarter,  
the  
society's
 
faculty
 and one by 
a student,  
will
 and surprised
 instructors 
with 
Bids are 
being 
sold
 by 
Junior  
aims  are 
to write,
 direct,
 and 
pro-
be produced 
February  17 and 
18
 
their  dancing ability and skill, ac-
classmen
 and 
the 
ontroller's
 office
 
duce 
in work
-shop 
form 
plays 
or 
in the Little 
Theater  under 
the
 
cording
 to Miss Marjorie Lucas 
for 
$1.25  
per  couple. As 
usual, the 
sketches
 
suitable
 for
 radio 
pre
 
-
sponsorship  
of
 San 
Jose Players.
 
who
 
with Mrs. Virbinia 
Jennings,
 
sentation.
 Those
 that 
prove 
most 
entire
 
student
 body is being in -
Dr.
 Dorothy Kaucher,
 
Miss  
Mar-
 
conducted
 the class in dance 
tech -
He
 
ar
 Speaker 
vited  
to attend 
the 
annual  dance 
successful
 in 
thp  
work
-shop 
will 
; 
be 
presented  
over 
the 
air.  
gatet
 
Douglas,  and Mr. James  
niques
 
in its second meeting 
of the 
to
 be 
sponsored
 
by the
 
Juniors.  
Clancy,
 members 
of the 
Speech
 
quarter.
 
----- - 
In 
addition  
to
 these 
activities
 the
 
To 
make  
final 
arrangements
 
for 
department
 
and Garrett 
Stammer.
 
In
 
addition  to a 
discussion of I 
Starting
 a 
new 
series  of 
meetings  
society  
will 
hear 
from 
men 
con- 
Ithe
 
dance,
 a 
class 
meeting
 
will
 be 
, 
dtama 
major. are 
the authors 
of 
future plans, the group spent most 
held 
in 
Room  
24 
at 
11
 
o'clock
 
for
 
the 
winter
 
quarter,  Miss
 El- 
nectcd
 
with
 
radio  
work 
from 
time , 
enter
 
Short
 
of the San Jose 
high 
to 
time,
 and 
will  
sponsor
 a 
dance "'e 
p`ays' 
of the time in problems of eleva 
today.  
Prexy
 John
 
Holtorf  
urges 
school
 
will 
address
 the San 
Jose 
to
 be 
held 
some
 time
 
next  
quarter.  
The 
play by 
Dr.  
Kaucher
 is a 
ions, such as high skips, 
lung"'
 that 
all 
juniors
 
desiring
 to 
take 
State
 
Presbyterian
 
Campus
 
Club  
OFFICERS
 
NAMED
 
farce
 dealing 
with a 
fake  
psychol-
 
hopes. etc. 
part
 in 
the 
class  
activities
 
be 
pres-
on 
the
 
social
 
life
 of young 
Gel'-
 
Serving
 ax 
president
 of 
the 
group 
ogist 
who  
lectures
 
women's
 clubs,
 
"The
 men can get up off the 
nt 
for the
 
gathering.
 
and
 the drama
 by 
Mr.  
Clancy
 
floor and practically soar through 
many
 
at 
noon
 today
 in Room 
one 
is 
Jack  
Gruber.
 
while  
program
 
deals  
with
 the 
domestic  
conflict 
of 
the
 
Home
 
Economics
 
building.
 
director
 
is 
VictorCarlock.
 
Dorothy
 
the air," declared Miss Lucas. "H 
Miss
 
Short
 
will  include 
in 
her 
Leverenz
 is 
secretary
-treasurer.
 
between
 a 
young 
man and
 his 
is a pleasure to 
watch them." 
Expressing 
surprise
 that 
this
 
1 
TESTS
 
OFFERED
 
talk
 
observations
 
about the 
country
 
For
 further
 
information
 
concern-
 wife.
 
there.
 
fantasy,
 while
 
Starmer's
 is 
a com 
Miss
 
Douglas'  
play  is 
a love 
1 talent has been hidden on 
the;
 
SATURDAY
 
Which
 
she
 
made  
on her recent 
trip 
hag 
tryouts
 
see 
Mr.  
McCoard
 in 
campus all these 
years,  Miss Lu- 1 
his  
office,
 
room 
159. 
edy 
of 
college  
fraternity  
life. 
-- 
--
I cats is planning "bigger and bet-' 
Students  
enrolled
 
at
 San
 Jose
 
us
 
ca
 
coo
 
ty by 
Miss 
Douglas,  
Mr. 
Clancy,  
.ind 
Mr. 
Hugh  
Gillis,  
with 
Ona  
The plays 
will  
be
 
directed
 
Joint., 
tilt" things. 
M 
F-iardy
 and 
Myra 
Eaton
 
assisting
 
dancing group will join with Or -
Later  in the year the men's 
chesis to present a novel program. 
pleted  the
 
Personnel
 
Tests  
should  
State 
college
 who 
have 
not 
make 
arrangements 
 
arrangements
 for 
taking 
- -- --- ---- 
Jack Green, accompanist for the 
them 
this  
Saturday,  
January
 15. 
Rumors
 
Report
 
Eagan  
To 
Desert
 
Classical
 
Original
 Plays
 
with
 the dances as they are made 
Information
 Office 
on Friday, 
January 14, 
at which time 
infor-  
group, will compose music along 
The 
fee must 
be paid 
in the 
Clarinet
 
Style 
For 
"Goodman
 
Swing" 
Produced 
Miss 
Lucas  said. 
I 
Although
 
faculty
 plans 
for  
the 
as 
Ettgan,  
director
 
of 
the 
collei
 
Produced
 
Soon  
The 
next meeting of the group
 
! is 
scheduled  for Tuesday  evening 
mation will be 
given  concerning 
entertainment
 
program
 are 
being
 
woodwind
 
ensemble,
 
will  
formal;
 
. at 7 
o'clock.  
the  time and place the 
examine
-
I
 
ion 
will  be offered. 
kept
 
under
 
cover,  
members of 
the
 
his
 
classical
 
clarinet
 
and  
realft  
Original
 three
-act 
plays 
writ -
"give  
forth"
 
with
 it 
swing  
tune
 a 
I:: 
tai by 
students
 
are 
wanted  
for 
college
 
music
 
department  
will
 he 
 
Benny
 
(oodman.
 
This  
number
 
,3 
an 
all
-student  
production
 to 
be 
Church
 Club 
To 
presented
 
with
 
an 
evening
 of 
orig-
 
billed
 as 
one  
of
 
the  
special
 
("cabin'
 t 
filo'
 
amusement
 
when  
the 
munic
 
of
 the 
program.
 
majors
 
and
 
minors
 
hold 
their 
guar-  
Phi 
Mu
 
Alpha.  
music
 
fraternity.
 
tidy 
get-together
 
party  Tuesday,
 will 
provide
 
music  
for 
the  
party
 
January
 18, 
in 
Room
 8 
of the according
 
to 
Al 
Brown,
 
president
 of 
music
 
building,
 
the 
fraternity,
 
while
 
Gail  
Harbaugh
 
kternbers
 
of
 
the
 intetic
 facun 
will 
have  
charge
 
of 
the
 
refresh
-
have  
complete
 
charge
 or the 
eve ments,  
nine's 
program,
 
which
 has 
beca
 , 
With  
the 
second
 
largest
 
campus
 
announced
 
by 
Mrs.  
Sibyl  Hanchett
 
organization
 
from
 
which
 
to 
draw,  
to 
be
 
a 
fun
-frolic
 
of
 
anything  bul
 a 
record
 
attendance
 
is 
expected
 by 
o 
serious
 
nature.
 
The
 
program
 
is those
 
in 
charge.
 
Seeking
 
to 
ac
-
scheduled
 
to 
'begin
 
at
 7:30 p.m. 
quaint
 
the 
members
 
of
 
the  
music  
Despite
 
the  
fact
 
that
 
the  
pra 
department
 
with  
each  
other,
 
the  
Cram
 
is
 
being
 
kept
 a 
secret,
 
W01.41
 group 
generally
 
holds  
at 
least
 
one  
as 
seeped 
through
 
that Mr. 
Thom-
 party 
of
 
this
 
kind  
each
 
quarter.
 
presented
 
by
 
the  
San 
Jose 
Players
 
during
 t 
he
 
spring  
quarter.
 
Although
 
no 
prize  is 
being  
offered,
 the 
student
 
whose
 
play
 
is 
judged
 
best
 
will  
have 
the 
opportunity
 
of
 seeing it 
pro-
duced.  
The 
plays 
will 
be
 
judged
 by 
a 
committee
 
of
 
students
 and 
fac-
ulty  
members;
 
however
 
mem-
bers
 
of 
the
 
playwriting  
class  
will  
be
 
excluded
 
from
 
this 
com-
mittee.
 
. The test cannot be taken 
unless  
Seniors  
Sign
 
Up
 
.tha,m
 
, fee 
11eVp°m.
 
Is aid Friday,
 stated Dr. 
For Orientation 
SIGMA 
TAU  HOLDS 
Senior students must enter
 
See
 
ior Orientation 
by Thursday, Janu-
ary 13, to receive full
 credit for 
attendance this 
quarter.  
No senior 
student
 will be excused 
from this course 
except by 
special
 
arrangement 
with  the 
Personnel
 
office, states Dr. James 
DeVosa.
 
A 
check  is being 
made  of those 
students 
who have not yet entered
 
INITIATION 
FRIDAY  
Formal initiation 
will be held by 
Sigma Tau, Art 
honor  society, 
Friday evening at 
the  home of Mrs. 
Ruth Turner. 
After  a formal buffet 
supper the two 
new members, 
Selma 
Kann  and Elma Heber, will 
be initiated
 into the society. 
Marj-
orie Senior is 
president  of the or -
the course, 
declared Dr. 
DeVoss.  
ganization.
 
iFor
 
Men 
Only!  
The  
Junior
 
Prom  
is the
 place
 
to
 take
 the
 
current
 
heart-throb
 
. . . 
WS 
really  
THE 
dance  
of
 the
 
year.  
FOR
 
CAMPUS
 
WOMEN
 
ONLY
 
PAGE
 
FIA  
 
SPAR 
VAN DAILY, 
TIDRsDA.
 
JANUAR\
 
13,
ICO-EDS:
 
Be 
in
 
the
 
kw,
 
attend
 the 
first
 
Associated
 
w 
' 
men  
Students
 
assembly
 
'rue: 
day.
 
Thumbin'
 
Thru-
By 
FLORENCE
 
TOLAND
 
Sure to find
 
instant
 
favor
 
with
 
every  
girl  
interested
 
in 
herself
 
is 
"Come
 
To 
Life",
 
which
 I 
have
 
di
--
covered
 
to 
be 
a 
stimulating
 
guns 
to
 
the  
achievement
 
of 
charm  
and  
personality.
 
Written  
by 
Edwin  
F.
 
Bowers,
 
published
 
by
 the 
National
 
Library
 
Press  
in 
New  
York,
 
"Come  
To 
Life"  
Is a 
practical
 
plan 
for 
secur-
ing 
the 
most
 out
 of 
YOUR
 
life. 
Extremely
 
well  
written,
 
this
 de-
lightful
 
book
 
explains
 
the  
tech-
nique
 of 
personality
 
developnient
 
and
 the
 
subtleties
 
used  
by 
sua  
cessful  
men 
and 
women  
in 
accente  
sting 
their  
strongest  
characteris-
tics. 
Because  
the 
author
 
tends  
to 
write  
"straight
 from 
the 
Shoulder
 
and 
right 
from 
the 
heart",
 the
 
material
 
clearly
 
points  
the
 direc
 
tion for
 self
-advancement
 
and  self
-
betterment
 of 
every  
woman.  
Her,  
is the 
formula
 for 
developing  
his' 
den 
possibilities
 of intellect,
 per 
sonality, 
and  
character.
 
"Come  To 
Life"  is not 
filled with  
boring
 textbook 
material 
which 
is the 
reason so many readers
 turn 
away from. 
Because  of its 
simple. 
energetic
 presentation,
 every girl
 
will take 
delight in 
spending  a 
little time with 
"Come To Life". 
STUDENTS  MARRY 
Word
 has been 
received of 
the 
marriage
 oi isvo former
 Staters, 
Ruth Tarver 
and  Phil Shaefer, on 
Christmas day at 
the home of the 
bride 
in Salinas. 
The 
young couple will
 make 
their home 
in
 San Jose where 
Mr. 
Shaefer is 
employed  by the 
Stan-
dard 
Oil  Company. 
The bridegroom
 was
 particu-
larly active
 in tennis 
and golf 
while attending
 college. 
NOTICE 
Organizations are 
requested  
to
 
send their 
representatives to the 
AWS council meeting 
this
 after-
noon 
at 4 o'clock.
 
Dr. Newby's Pyramus 
And Thisbee To Be 
Presented For AWS 
The dramatization of the play 
Pyramus and Thisbee by Dr. L. C. 
Newby, 
professor of language, will 
be one of the highlights of the 
AWS 
Assembly to be held on next 
Tuesday at 11 o'clock in the Little 
Theater.  
Miss Ferne Smith has been 
chosen chairman of the entertain-
ment committee. Piano selections 
by 
Miss  Smith and Marijane Leigh -
man will also be features of 
the 
entertainment. 
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 Charlotte lame.
 
Fintence  1 Miry 
Feature.
 
appesrIng on the editorial 
pope of the 
Spartan  
Deily  
reflect
 the 
opinion of 
the 
writer.  They
 make no claim to 
represent  
student  or college 
opinion.
 Unsigned 
editorialo 
ere  written 
by the 
editor.  
Kay Scrivner 
presents the 
gavel  of the San
 Juno' State college
 Rainbow club
 to  Mildred 
Lingscheid,  
newly 
installed president
 of the 
organization.
 The 
impressive  installation 
services were 
held
 recenUy in 
the Gold 
Room of the 
Sainte  Claire 
Hotel.  Miss 
Scrivner
 is the retiring
 president. 
Other officers who 
were installed were:
 Thelma Skogg, 
viceaaresident;  
Dorothy
 Mulcady. secretary
-
treasurer: 
Frances Wycloff,
 A.W.S. 
representative:
 and 
Audrey  Allen, 
historian.  
Members of the 
installing
 team
 were: Kay 
Serivner,  installing 
officer: Winifred
 Moenning. 
vice-president;  Jean 
Argo, Chaplain: 
and 
Marjorie  Karstdet, installing 
marshall. 
Marian  Smith 
was in charge of 
the affair. 
The  college 
Rainbow
 club is 
open 
to any 
Rainbow
 girl. 
It
 is not 
necessary
 to be a 
member of a 
San 
Jose chapter. 
ADVICE 
By WALT HECOX 
Editor Schumann comes to 
inc
 
at the 
beginning
 of the quarter 
and 
says,  "Walt, one of these days 
you are going to give a little 
lesson in the art of watching 
a 
boxing match to the gal's on my 
page." Being as how she has re-
cently
 become an editor I figure 
it is best to humor her. The All -
College boxing tournament is to-
night  and I am to tell you how
 
to 
watch  it. 
The first and most 
important 
step
 is to keep your 
eyes on the 
fighters. 
You can 
always
 look  at 
the 
ungodly
 hat that 
awful  person 
across 
the gym is 
wearing
 between 
rounds.
 While you 
are watching 
the 
fighters
 it is only 
natural  that 
you 
should  want to 
see something 
that 
you will 
enjoy.  Some 
of the 
boys 
might 
present
 a 
profile
 of 
the type 
you like. 
This of 
course  
will 
be
 nice 
for the 
cave 
man  
loving 
girls  who 
were left 
out as 
far as 
football  players
 are con-
cerned. 
For 
the girls
 who 
want  to 
watch  
the matches 
from
 a scientific 
point  
of view 
we are 
publishing 
these 
few 
pointers . 
. . Pointe 
are  scored 
in the 
following  
manner  
..
 A boxer 
receives 
points 
for  the 
amount  
of
 
blows 
he lands, 
his 
aggressiveness,
 
his 
defensive  
work, and
 for 
the  
way  he 
stands
 up under
 his op 
ponent's
 
punches.  
This  last
 point 
Is 
not  very 
important
 unless 
the 
recipient
 of 
a punch
 does
 not 
stand 
up
 at 
all. 
Points
 are 
sub-
tracted
 for 
blows 
below  the 
belt, 
and 
a blow 
caught 
with the 
hands 
or
 elbow 
does not 
count. 
It is 
Important  
to 
remember  
that the 
object 
of
 an 
amateur  box
 - 
ing 
niatch 
is 
not 
to knock a man 
out. 
Lastly, 
Coach  DeWitt 
Portal has 
asked 
that  a 
special  
invitation  to 
the All
-College  
boxing 
matches 
that
 
Is
 
161  
Thru
 
Clothes
 
DOORS
 
By
 
PATTY
 
BLACK
 
W950
 
Browsing
 
around  
through
 
doors  
of 
M.
 
BLUM
 
& 
CO., 
is 
Style Center
 
of 
San
 
Jose,"
 des(
 
the
 
CLEARANCE
 
DOUAI
 
DAYS
 SALE
 
all  
over
 
the es 
I 
came 
across
 
some
 
°eels 
CASHMERE
 
WOOL
 
dresses
 
Me 
I'm 
sure
 would
 
interest
 
you:  
you 
are 
looking
 
for 
a 
fill-M.1M
 
all! 
really
 
VALUES
 
and  
you  
et 
go 
wrong 
on 
them.
 
They areal) 
by a 
leading 
Knitwear
 
Co.
 s 
are 
of the finest 
ZEPHYR
 
JR 
SHY 
and WOOL 
CASHMERE:
 
the 
newest  
weaves.
 
These
 ED 
season and
 earfy 
SPRING
 
stm 
were
 
originally  
$19.95  to 
$25,  k 
are 
now 
only  
$10.95.  
Hone*  
they are 
wonderful 
BARGALS
 
with 
their original buttons* 
clips, zippers,
 and VARIOUS tya 
of 
tricky
 
leather belts. 
The dresses are of the newest colors which.fe 
example,
 
are  GOLD, PEACOCK, 
COCOA,
 FLAME, 
BEIGE, BROWN 
ROYAL 
BLUE, 
RUST.  and 
SLATE GREY. You 
will find them act 
main floor, so won't you go in and
 take a look"' remember, BLUE 
Helen  
Zieren
 opened her new FASHION LOUNGE yesterday,
 
from all 
reports,  the future seems successful.
 It is 
located  
rightr
 
your way up 
town,  in 
fact the shop
 
is on the 
corner of 
SECONDS
 
SAN 
ANTONIO
 streets, and you can't 
miss  it, it is such 
a 
plena 
asset.
 Helen Zieren 
is known, by many 
co-eds, for
 her 
perfectly*
 
sports
 clothes. In her old store, 
which 
was  
further
 
down
 
the 
ee
 
she carried original styles in SPORTS 
and  
STREET  
dresses,
 
se 
and coats, but now she states that she 
will carry
 a 
FEW  
FORMALi
 
and I know 
that
 they 
will be something to write 
home 
about,
 
hem
 
Helen Zieren has excellent
 taste in 
choosing  her 
stcok,
 in 
fact  
they) 
me that she. 
will  even send
 for your 
SPECIAL
 
orders.
 
When
 
meal 
the FASHION 
LOUNGE,  one cannot help 
but get
 in 
the buying rolg 
because of the 
modern  atmosphere, the 
comfortable
 
chairs
 
to
 
rail%
 
after a hard 
day on the campus, and the 
efficient
 
knowledge
 
of 
chide
 
that Helen Zieren 
has,and
 she's very nice, 
too, 
about
 
showing e 
anything. 
In 
HALES Spurt Shop
 on the 
second 
floor.  
I 
was
 
shown lec 
perfect new Spring outfits,
 and they are 
the 
verrry  
latest
 
thicild 
PLAID and 
STRIPED
 
JACKETS
 will 
swing 
out 
soon
 
with  
contrails
 
or matching skirts, 
and over this outfit can 
be 
worn  
the
 
TOPPERc
 
unlined three-quarter 
length coat in 
TWEED,
 
(brown
 
or
 
black)  eN 
snug wooly 
FLEECE 
in various 
shades.  These 
coats
 
are priced e* 
onably at $12.95.
 The colors 
alone 
of the 
jackets
 
and
 
skirts  are '1'4' 
seeing, 
they're
 s0000 
soft and 
dusty.
 The 
jackets
 
can
 
be
 
had
 
Its
 IC' 
FITTED  fashion with a 
zipper all 
the  
way  up 
the 
front,
 
or
 
without:.
 
zipper a belt 
instead,  with
 turned back
 
revers.
 
The  
jackets
 
are Cs 
$5.98 
up. I never have seen 
such 
perfectly
 
made
 
skirts,
 
and
 
thes
 
signs "Cela 
va sans dire", 
(that
 goes 
without
 
saying)-
 there 1/!. 
veiled
 pleats, 
tuck;  and 
gores.  
You may
 
choose
 
a 
plaid,
 
ger' 
plain
 
one. The plain 
are  in 
such
 lovely
 
shades
 
as:
 
POWDER
 1311 -
SAGE
 GREEN. (this was 
truly as soft as 
the 
color
 
of
 
desert
 
OP
 
and DUSTY 
CORAL.  
The  plaid and striped
 
jackets
 
make
 
a guild g. 
bination  with the 
plain 
skirts
 swell 
for an 
informal
 
date-
 just OR° 
at these outfits 
makes one feel like hiking
 or 
going
 
on
 
a picidc.7 
will fit in nicely 
with your pocket -book too, 
for
 
they're
 only PP_ 
MEETmee  
tinof
 
POSTPONEDthe  
D
  
Verelet 
club, 
has 
been.saiie
 
pos
 
itext 
 h 
was
 
for today 
hi 
tponedschr:
 
_ . 
The 
Due to 
a typographical 
er-
ror in Tuesday's 
Daily  Frances  
Ctletlill was recorded
 as the 
wearer 
of the campus 
cos-
tume of the 
week instead of 
Frances
 Churin who 
wore the 
chosen  
outfit.  
tonight 
be
 extended 
to co-eds. 
You 
will 
find it 
clean,
 thrilling 
sport. 
filled
 with action. 
MELVIN'S
 
Stationery,
 Gifts
 
Party 
Mdse,  Printing  
240 SOUTH
 FIRST
 STREET
 
Mc Neil 
Teacher's
 
AgencY
 
2134
 
Allston
 
Way
 
Berkeley,
 
COL
 
oassl FOR 
EACHERS
 
WAs+es
 
MIDYEAR
 
OPENING/I
 
Cali,
 
Phone.
 
or
 
Will
 
LA 
Si 
quin 
fiegliellevtlet
 
PoM 
ine
 
kni
 
Mite
 
spoil
 
teeth  
01 
led!
 
but 
lead
 
end 
alter 
Half 
ted 
Of 
playi 
With
 
demi 
Spar
 
adva
 
foul
 
San 
in 
si 
the 
Eli 
score
 
durin
 
the f 
teen 
cepit
 
adda 
for
 
z 
Of
 th 
digit!  
Hi
 
Spa 
Pratt
 
Edit;  
ing , 
tam, 
Alt 
much
 
on's 
110t 
that 
denim
 
and 
chant
 
8Part 
nate(
 
Seas° 
Per
 
from
 
hiity 
*MIN 
I 
4¦1111111111111111111 
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knot
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ACKWeog
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througt
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Co.  
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EEPHYR
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IlASHXERE:
 
s. 
These 
m 
SPRING
 
style  
95 to 
Mit 
1.95. HonaM 
LI BARGALti 
buttons
 Inf 
rARIOUS
 
typi  
ilors what M 
;ICE, BROWN 
td 
them 
on t 
miser, 
BUT 
yesterday,
 
a 
nated
 riuM
 
SECONDS
 
Lich
 
a 
plea,
 
perfectly
 
se
 
wn 
the  
ire 
dresses,
 sut
 
W 
FORMAL.
 
about,
 
beau
 
1 
fact
 
they  
s 
When
 
enterl 
e 
buying
 
MX 
irS
 
to
 
relax
 
 
edge
 
of
 
clods
 
showing
 
shoats
 
m 
test  
thing
 
Lv 
ith
 
contrast:
 
e 
TOPPER
 
id 
or
 
black'
 
0:'
 
re priced no 
&Ls
 
are
 
ner.
 
had
 in a glI; 
or
 
without':
 
ckets
 
are 
lir-
 and CM'. 
- 
there
 
are
 
aid, striPal  
1WDER
 
f 
desert
 
sla
 
e a grand° 
a p i m  a TI4 
, 
only
 
096
 
--
r-posIED 
the DeOl'I 
was neh'd° 
posteOned
 
eill 
Agenc
 
in 
Way 
Calif. 
or TO" 
All
-College
 
Tournament
 
Tonight
 
FOURTEEN
 
BOUTS
 
ON
 
TITLE
 
BOXING
 
CARD
 
oN 10SE.
 
CALIFORNI
 
1.
 THURSDAY,
 
JANUARY
 
13,  
1938  
FOOTBALL
 MEN:
 
Individual
 
pictures
 of 
each 
team will he 
taken
 in 
the 
Science
 
building
 
basement
 
Friday
 afternoon from 
4 to 
6. There
 will 
be no 
charge.
 
If  
any
 
member  of the
 squad is 
unable
 
to 
be 
there  please 
come 
to the 
Publications
 
office 
to
 ar-
range
 a 
suitable
 
time.
 
Art
 Van 
Horn,  
editor.
 
Freshman
 
Cagers
 
Run
 
Streak
 
OF
 
SIX 
CHAMPIONSHIP
 
FIGHTS
 
PLU 
S 
EIGHT
 
EXHIBITION
 
MATCHES
 
FILL
 
OUT 
CARD  
By 
WALT
 
HECOX  
The
 
belligerent
 rhythm
 of 
Spartan
 
gloves
 
bouncing  
off 
Spartan
 
Wins
 
To
 
Eleven
 
Straight
 
i t 
tonight
 
at eight
 
o'clock
 
when 
Coach 
DeWitt
 
Portal  
leads 
his 
punch-
ing 
warriors  
through
 the
 ropes
 to 
decide  
what 
men 
shall 
be 
crowned
 
bodies 
shall 
be 
heard  
in the 
men's
 gym 
at 
San 
Jose  
State  
college  
All
-College  
boxing 
champions
 
for the 
1938 
season.
 
Victories
 
Over
 
Cal
 
Poly,
 
M e n l o .
 
sented  
to the 
local
 
public,
 
Coach  
Portal  
promises
 
fourteen
 bouts
 
Naar 
and 
says that 
there 
is a possibility 
of
 
arranging
 for
 two 
more 
bouts  
Boasting  
the 
best 
and 
most  
evenly  
matched
 
card  
that  
he
 has 
1 
I
  
1 before
 the 
opening 
bell rings
 to -
!night.  If 
everything
 
runs  true
 to 
' 
form
 the 
title 
bouts 
should 
run 
about so 
. . . 
GRIFFIN
 vs.
 BOLICH
 
Locals
 
Score
 
On
 
SPORTS
 
CAGE
 
FIVE  
Foul
 
Shots
 
TO
 
Merrick
-go
-Round  
By FRED
 
MERRICK
 
PREPS  
F 0 
R 
By DAN 
O'NEILL
 
179 
pound 
class . 
. Stan 
Griffin,  
Hold
 
Lead
  
C.O.P.
 
GAME
 
Intramural
 badminton
 matches
 
pion,
 
Pacific
 
will
loast
 
Intercollegiate
 cham-
meet
 Pete 
Bolich.  Grit
-
Those Spartan
 Freshmen 
won 
cont,  
d ,  thc gym yesteri,ay
 
fin will 
probably
 pit his
 smooth 
San
 
Jose's
 
yearling
 
basketball  their eleventh
 
straight
 basketball , 
,ST. 
MARY'S
 TILT 
withhrt, 
m 
t 
games  being held. 
Hol- 
boxing skill 
against  
the 
sledge 
quintet
 
ran
 
its 
winning
 
streak
 to game 
last night, by 
defeating
 
eleven
 
straight
 
last
 
night  by 
cop-  
Menlo  Jaycee 
and California Poly I 
TO BE 
PLAYED
 
tors 
advanced
 by defeating 
Man-
 
hammer 
slugging
 of 
his rugged 
(Iowan,
 Graves scor 
ping a 
double
 
bill  
played  
in Spar- Varsity in a double-header. The : 
HERE
 
cd a 
victory 
sophomore  
opponent. Stan No an 
over C. 
Johnson
 
and Bronner 
de- 
edge
 in 
experience,
 having
 
fought  
tan 
Pavilion.
 
Menlo  
Junior 
col.
 Mustangs
 gave the local boys an 
feated 
K ifer. 
some 
36 fights 
while 
Pete  has 
lege 
lost
 
a 
return
 
game 
with  the 
awful argument 
before 
dropping 
San Jose State's
 cagers will at- 
The following 
games  are sch2d.
 
entered 
the 
ring only 
six times. 
frosh
 
by
 
a 
59-28 
score
 
while  Cal out of the picture, but finally 
tempt to redeem pre -season 
pre-  
uled
 for today  at  
12:15: Holtorf  
Pete  holds 
the Junior 
PAA 
chara . 
Poly 
dropped
 
a 
close 
game. 
31-27. went 
down, 
dictions as to their ability 
when
 
meets  R. Johnson, 
Harper faces
 
iiionship.
 
The 
Mustangs
 
from 
Cal 
Poly At times the fresh worked with they 
tangle with
 the College 
of 
LeCroy  and Graves 
goes 
up 
169
 
pound  class
 . . Ed White, 
extended
 
the 
undefeated
 
Spartan
 their
 usual
 smooth team play but 
Pacific's twice
-defeated  
basketball  
against  
Brenner. 
hard-hitting
 novice 
champion,  will 
Babes  all 
the 
way, 
but 
midway
 the fast 
Poly team kept the 
game
 
 team this 
Saturday night in 
Spar-  
Contestants
 are
 urged to 
show
 
meet  Byron
 Lanphear, 
a gentle -
in the 
second
 
half
 the 
"Mighty
 at a 
fast pace and the 
smooth- 
tan
 Pavilion at 8:00 p.m. up 
on
 time 
so
 
that
 the 
matches
 
man  
who
 has been 
traveling
 up 
Mites" 
took 
the lead
 for 
good and ness
 of 
the Spartans 
disappeared
 
Failing  
miserably to show the can be run off as quickly 
as
 
and  
down 
In local amateur 
box -
spent the 
rest 
of
 the 
game  
pro-
 at 
times. Keeley can really get 
first 
game
 
form  promised by 
the possible. 
Mg circles 
for several 
years now. 
acting their
 lead,  
off of the  floor when he wants 
outstanding initial performance 
Lanphear  
carries
 a punch 
equal 
TIED 
AT HALF
 
to recover rebounds from the , 
against the Stanford Indians,
 Coach 66 
ftJ7IJC
 
to his 
opponent's  
and a 
wealth  
Off
 to a fast 
start,  the 
Spartans  
backboard.' 
, Hubbard will attempt
 to find nix 
   ., 
led 
6-2 in the first seven minutes
 , best workable combination in 
but Cal Poly came up to take
 the 
Two of the outstanding men of 
nightly workouts this week. Camp. 
lead
 and from there on until the 
the Spartan freshman basketball
 ' 
us basketball critics were at a 
end of the half, the two teams 
team 
have
 been the least pub-,
 
loss
 to 
explain  the sudden 
disin-
alternated  at holding the lead. 
licized 
players.
 Although Cerruti,
 
: 
tegration
 of Sparta's basketball 
Hail -time 
found the two quintets 
and 
Anderson
 carried 
the  
scoring:
 
team
 
against the 
pewerful  
Uni-
tied at 
14 -all,  
honors in the 
"Mighty  
Mites'" 
vic-
 
versitY
 
of
 
Santa  
Clara
 
squad
 last 
tory over 
the 
Santa  Clara
 year.
 
. Friday night. Comment
 of spec -
hags, two of the most 
important 
1 
tators  of both the 
Stanford
 and 
Opening minutes
 of the last half 
again
 
saw 
the 
opposing  teams 
playing
 
nip
 
and tuck 
ball, but 
men 
were  behind 
the scenes.
 The 
with
 
eight
 
minutes
 gone, 
Carruth
 
play of 
Keeley and
 Cancilla 
was 
dumped
 
in 
a goal to 
set  the 
especially
 
outstanding.
 Both
 of 
these 
men  turned 
in strong
 de -
Spartan
 
freshmen  
up with a 
24-21  
advantage.
 
Counting  mostly on 
foul
 
shots
 
during  this half, the 
San
 
Jose
 
five
 maintained the 
lead 
in 
spite
 
of 
the 
offensive
 
rush
 of 
the
 
Mustangs.
 
LOTS
 
OF
 
FOULS
 
Eleven
 
of 
the
 seventeen 
points  
Stored 
by
 
the  
local first year men 
during
 
the
 
second
 half, came via 
the
 
foul
 
line.
 
Bachman,
 given 
four-
teen
 
shots
 
from  
the penalty 
line.  
capitalized
 
on 
eight
 of these and 
added
 
one
 
more
 
in 
the first half  
for 
a 
nine
 
point
 
total. Carpenter  
Of
 
the
 
visitors
 
was  high 
with
 
13 
digits 
NET
 
DOUBLES
 
TAKING
 
FORM
 
SParta's
 
netm-
 en 
are 
holding
 
daily  
Practices
 
with
 
the
 
combination
 
of 
Ed
 
Harper
 
and
 
George
 Egging 
loon,
-
55
 
the
 
outstanding
 
doubles
 
team.
 
Although
 
Harper
 
has shown
 
A.och
 
improvement
 
over  last
 
seas-
  
form,
 
this
 
year's  
top duo 
ii; 
expected
 
to
 
measure  up to 
it
 
of
 
last
 
year,
 
George  
Quetin,
 
'aor
 
manager,
 
stated.
 Don Minor 
ikin
 
Graven,
 
Quetin
 
said,  4112 
seaging
 
for
 
top  
spots  In  
the  
-.Igen
 
ladder,
 
having
 
both
 show'
 
Is'eable
 
improvement
 over 
la a 
Igon,
 
Perhaps
 
the
 
outstanding
 
player
 
frc" 
last
 
year's
 
frosts
 ranks
 
is 
hairy
 
Walter
 
Nasif
 
who  
recently  
downed
 
Sterling
 
Silver,
 
last seas-
Ph'
 
frosh
 
ace.
 
Santa Clara games centered around 
the fact that San Jose State college 
hardly looked the same team. 
Last-minute
 reports from the 
INTRAMURAL
 
SPORTS
 
of 
experience,
 but 
poor  
condition
 
- 
may catch
 up 
with  him 
and  end 
Glenn 
"Pop"  DuBose, former 
this
 battle 
abruptly.
 
Spartan grid captain, 
reversed  the 
ANOTHER  
B O L I C H ;
 
tables on Walt Sirois at the Civic: 
159
 pound 
class . . 
Bill 
Bolich,
 
Auditorium last night 
to
 
cep 
the  
I 
novice
 
champion
 
in
 '35, 
will meet 
verdict after a series of head 
J 
Jim 
EdFluon,
 
a gentleman
 who 
slams. 
DuBose
 had Sirois groggy 
Coach
 Portal
 refers 
to as 
a real 
with sharp body 
punches
 and the 
prospect.
 Bolich's
 ability 
is said 
i 
end came after 16 minutes and, 
to rival 
that of 
his younger
 tiro-
' 
57 seconds of 
grappling. 
ther 
Pete.
 
Sirois  spent most 
of
 the time 149 
pound class . . 
Gene Fisk 
biting DuElose's shoes, while "Pop" ill 
meet 
Jim Kincaid,
 the 
dc 
retalliated by playing "odd and 
fending
 
champion.
 
This  bout  May 
even" on Sirois' legs. 
steal 
the  show.
 Kincaid
 ranks
 
  easily 
as
 the 
most 
improved  
fighter
 on 
the  
Spartan
 
squad 
student. The Y.M.I. game, formerly 
scheduled
 for 
February  
9, has 
also 
while  Fisk
 is 
Portal's  
latest  
prod
-
been changed to February S. 
igy.
 Either
 of these
 boys 
might 
find 
himself  on 
an 
Intercollegiate
 
throne
 before
 the 
season  is 
ended. 
San 
Jose  
Civic  
Auditorium
 
Mon -
WRESTLERS
 DISPLAY
 WARES
 IN 
QUESTION MARK 
day  
night,
 for
 a 
two-bit  
fee. 
Both 
139  pound 
class  . . 
Charles  Ker-
of
 the 
Spartan
-Gael  
games  
will 
be 
played
 in 
San 
Jose 
with 
the. 
INTER
-SQUAD BOUTS
 
an 
,w)eirne 
in
 dthe 
gyu e8Bt 
ri ou 
ntonmawrkill bamteetlet 
local
 
home
 
game  
scheduled
 
fort 
Spartan  
Pavilion
 
February
 
18.  St.! 
Wrestling 
Coach
 
_ 
of
 the 
evening.  No 
one knows
 
Gene
 Grattan, bout took place 
when Jack Smith 
much
 about 
this one, 
other  than 
Mary's
 
shifted  
its 
home
 game
 
to!  
, 
apparently
 
wasn't
 just 
popping off
 ' 
scored
 a 
fall 
over  Charley Smith. 
that
 the boys 
are evenly 
matched 
San 
Jose 
mainly
 
because
 
Herten  
, 
when 
he 
predicted
 a few days Charley, 
decidedly
 
an underdog, 
and have 
plenty 
of
 stuff. 
Dykes,
 
coach  
of 
the  
Gael
 
basket-
, 
I back 
that 
his 
1938 
grapplers  
gave the more experienced
 Jack 
119 . . Con 
Lacy  and 
Georg
 
i-i.rs,
 was
 
formerly
 
mentor  
of 
the; 
.-l.sista
 C 
I a r 
a 
hoop
 
squads,  
and  
would
 
be as 
strong
 as 
last year's 1 a 
good battle 
before having 
his 
Konashima,
 the two 
boys
 
who e 
ion- in fact
 last 
night's
 
inter-
 j 
shoulders  
pinned.
 Fiebig
 and 
stole the 
novice tournament will 
, 
would
 like
 to 
play
 in 
his 
former
 
I c-.-- 
. squad 
matches
 proved
 definitely i Hughes, both weighing 
126 pounds, 
' - 
, 
meet once again for 
the All -Col-
' 
community.  
I 
that
 
Attorney
 Gene
 will 
have ster- I 
wrestled
 around 
for over seven
 
contenders
 in all 
divisions
 as 
I minutes, but Fiebig eventually
 lege 
title.  
EXHIBITION 
 
 
« 
 
ling 
Don't
 
forget
 
the 
All
-College
 
 
the 
boys
 
roughed
 
it 
up 
in
 prelim.,
 clasped a 
half-nelson  and crotch 
, 
In
 addition to this Coach
 Portal 
boxing
 
championships
 
tonight.1
 
Mary
 
scrimmage
 
preparatory
 to hold on Hughes to score the fall 
I has scheduled 
eight  exhibition 
Plenty  
of 
action
 
Is 
promised
 
local,
 
their
 first 
' 
"game" 
of 
the 
season in 
7:25. Fans gave both 
wrestlers:
 
matches. George Latka, sensation
 
followers
 
of 
the
 
squared
 
circle
 
Friday  
evening.
 
o 
I a 
nice  applause. In the 175 
pound
 I t, 
last
 year's trash team will 
when  
the
 
college
 
simon-pures
 
mix
 
, 
tonight.
 
Highlight
 
of 
the 
bill  
is 
Six 
setees
 
were
 
held  
in 
the
 
gym
 
! match 
between  the two Smiths,
 work out for three 
rounds apiece 
scheduled
 
to 
be 
the 
match
 
between
 
yesterday
 
and 
each
 
gave  the 
sur-
 
! 
Jack 
clamped
 a cross saddle and 
with 
Len Herman and
 Gabriel 
Griffin
 
and
 
Solicit.
 
while  
Coach
 
PrisinalY
 
large
 
group
 
of
 
fans  
a ' 
a 
double  
bar hold to win in 8:27.! 
1 Velez to round
 out the show. 
Portal
 
has
 a 
list
 
of
 
bouts
 
arranged
 
genuine 
thrill.
 The 
winners
 
will
 
Up
 
till this time Charley 
was .   
which
 
will  
present
 
con
 
tenders
 
Perform
 
Friday  
when 
the 
varsity
 
holding
 his
 own 
with  
the  
former;
 
As.teKtrea3:83333aCKtQCKX
 
_____ 
men
 
meet  
San
 
Franckco
 
YMCA
 
L.A.J.C. 
star.  
 
CHARLES
 S. 
GREGORY  
weighing
 
in 
from
 
102  
pounds
 
up 
, 
FROSH RESULTS
 
to
 
the  
heavyweights,
 
tipping
 
the  
and
 the
 
Frosh
 '...i 
unior  
college.
 
oad 
engages
 
Mo-
In Frosh bouts Masdeo pinned 
D. 
desto  
j 
scales
 
at 
around
 
the
 
195
 
pound
 
I 
Cavello in 
4:02,  and Monk won, 
DIAMONDS
 
Designer
 of 
mark.  
I 
BEST
 
MATCH
 
Information
 
handed
 
in 
by 
Op- 
I 
Most
 
outstanding
 
match 
of 
the
 
over  
Quinn
 in 
nine minutes.  
erator
 
No.  
352,
 
namely
 
Nick  
Rad-
 
evening
 
yesterday
 
was
 
the  
jails,
 
Other  varsity 
results are 
as 
Distinctive
 Jewelry
 
lunch,
 
reveals
 
that
 
Joe
 
Chlavarro
 
, 
between
 
Keith  
Hughes
 
and 
Jack
 
follows: 
Lindgren
 defeated Horn 
'Aron:tally  
designed
 pins 
for 
entered
 
San
 
Jose  
State
 
in 
1934
 
Fiebig,
 
won
 
by
 the
 
latter
 
aftm.
 
in
 5:36, both 
weighing 145; Rush 
 
organizations.
 Beat
 quality 
with
 
an 
inferiority
 
complex,
 
took
 I a 
tough
 
struggle.
 
Another
 
class!,
 
won over Riddle in 5:56. 
These  
a 
trip 
to
 
the
 
Kast.
 
which
 
resulted
 
- - 
-------
 
------
 - 
- - - 
---- 
boys
 
weighed  165.
 Della Maggiore
 
ct 
at 
prices 
that
 please. 
in
 
a 
superiority
 
reaction.
 
Joe.  
ha.;  
ball.
 
All  
of
 
which
 
brings  
up 
the and 
Jones didn't 
wrestle
 as 
the 
' 
sas7 First
 Nat. Bank 
Bldg. 
6th ?loot
 
an 
ambition
 
to
 
enter
 
Notre  
Dame
 
question:
 
Who
 
wouldn't,
 
and
 
se 
former Is 
favoring 
a wrenched 
, knee. 
 
saeatE003,310ACKKKKaA410093ICK93
 
or
 
the  
professional
 
field
 
of 
base-
 
what?
 
fensive 
games, 
repeatedly 
taking  
P.E.
 department find the cage 
rebounds
 off
 the 
backboard
 
and  
schedule
 revamped
 in that St. 
breaking
 up the 
Colt
 
offense.
 
Mary's  
will
 play in the Civic
 Audi-
*   
  
torium Monday. January 14. St. 
State
 college
 
students  
will  
be
 
Mary's
 
will  be the host team, 
admitted  
to the 
San Jose
-St.
 
with
 a charge of 25 cents 
per 
Mary's
 game,
 to 
be
 played
 in 
the    
COLORED LIGHTS 
For example if the red light is 
switched on, this will make the 
blue colors appear dark 
brown  
and the yellows, red orange. Should 
the green light
 be used the blues 
will become green and the yellows 
a yellow green. If all 
lights are 
3 
on simultaneously the colors of 
the 
u 4.hart  are as 
they
 naturely look 
under a white light. 
Between the two
 color charts Is 
a horizontal strip of wood which 
ing in 
the new 
cooperative
 
house,
 
Eighth  
and
 Reed 
streets, 
tonight 
at 6 
o'clock.
 
The "Y" 
members
 will 
inspect 
the  new 
establishment
 and 
outline  
for 
this
 quarter's 
activities, :1,
 
cording to 
Walther Dowdy, 
prt-
(dent and house manager. 
The dinner will be cooked by 
Head Chef Fred Ross of the co-op 
house.  
Plans are I :nig made
 by the YM ' 
and 
YW
 for a joint 
association 
supper
 to be held at the 
city YWCA 
January 18. A feature 
of
 the
 
meet  
will be a review by 
Alice Douglass 
of the national
 YMCA -YWCA 
as
 
sembly held In 
Ohio  during Oz. 
Chrismas holidays. A 
skit 
giving 
reflections of the
 Asilomar confer-
ence will 
be
 presented 
by a 
group  
which attended the confab 
at 
Pacific Grove 
recently.
 
PACE 
FOUR 
SPARTAN
 DAILY, 
THURSDAY,  
JANUARV 
I ;. 1938 
NOVEL
 
ELECTRIC
 
COLOR
 BOX 
RECENTLY
 
PUT
 
ON 
DISPLAY 
IN 
ART  
WING  
EXHIBITION  
Project
 
Illustrates
 
The  
Scientific  
Theory  
Of 
Color
 
As
 Light,  
Says 
Carolyn  
Hayes
 
By 
DON
 
PETERSON.
 
of 
machinery.  but rather, a small 
"This color
 
box  
allows 
spectators,
 
rectangular
 box with a narrow 
in a 
sense,  to 
participate
 
in 
tile 
opening  
at
 the top of the front 
show,"
 
declared
 
Mrs.
 
Carolya  side through which one 
may  see 
Hayes,  
instructor 
of 
color,
 
when
 
the  
interior.  
questioned  
about 
the 
electric
 
color
 
On
 
the 
inner
 side of the 
front  
box
 on 
display
 
with  
the 
Art
 
ex-
 
wall
 
are  
three
 elearic lights that 
hibition
 in 
the 
Art 
wing.  
are lighted by individual switches 
on the 
front of the box. These 
"I 
feel 
that 
this 
is 
a'good  
way
 
to 
interest
 
people
 in 
art 
exhibi-
 
lights are blue, green and red. 
When any one of them is turned 
tions,"
 
the  
teacher
 
continued.
 
"to:
 
o 
this 
particular
 
box 
illustrates
 
th,n
 it shows the effect of tnat kind
 
of light on two color charts on tne 
scientific
 
theory
 
of
 color
 as 
light;
 r 
and 
prints
 on 
the 
walls  
demonstrate
 
back 
wall.
 
how 
various  
artists
 have
 
attempted
 
to 
put 
vibirant
 
light  
into 
their 
pigments."  
SIMPLE
 
MACHINERY
 
The 
color 
box 
spoken  
of
 by 
Mrs  
Hayes
 is 
not a 
complicated  
piece 
'Y' 
Members
 
An 
Advisory
 
Board 
Meeting
 
Tonight
 
casts
acta  
   
ahadaP:rtitolI
f 
hs is chart.
 of
The reason!ha
 
to show the result 
when the various 
&ors
 are in shadow.
 
Members of the 
college
 
YMCA
 
gather
 with the 
members  
of 
the
 
On
 
the front is a small 
repro -
advisory
 
board at 
a dinner
 
meet.
 
duction
 of a painting which follows
 
the laws illustrated in the light 
box.
 Besides the print there is 
also 
a paper explaining
 the use of the 
apparatus.
 
ILL and 
HALT 
 ---
Keith 
Birlem  
Robert Berry 
Willard  
Anderson
 
Ed
 
Vasconcellas
 
Ed 
Bullard
 
Wilbur
 
McCutchan
 
Glen Jones 
June Bengard 
Thelma Gunter 
Gladys Rowland 
Marijane Leishman 
Marian Cilker 
Lucille
 Connelly 
Barbara 
Hackett  
Ruth Ewing 
NEWMAN1TES
 
TO 
SPONSOR
 
DANCE
 
Plans  
for 
a 
gigantic  
dance
 to 
he held February
 
25th  
are  
hold.  
ing the 
attention
 of 
Newman
 
club 
members
 
as 
details  
are 
gradually
 
being  
worked  
out 
to
 
rnsure
 
success
 of 
the 
event.  
Hampton 
Richey, 
publicity
 
chairman
 for 
the 
Newmaniten
 
and 
one 
of
 the 
committeemen
 
for
 the 
affair,
 
announces
 
that 
this 
year's  
dance  
is
 certain
 to 
Le
 
bigger 
and  
better
 than 
any pre-
vious 
one. 
"We 
are 
going  to 
obtain  
one  of 
the 
top-flight  
or-
chestras  
on
 the 
coast." 
say. 
Richey,
 "and 
Newman
 4all
 will 
be 
beautifully
 
decorated
 
for  
toe
 
event."
 
All State
 students
 are 
invited
 
to 
attend  the 
dance  and 
bids, 
which
 will sell for 
one dollar, 
go 
on sale at 
the 
Controller's  
office 
next week. 
It will be a 
semi -formal 
no corsage affair. 
Bob 
Pearson and Jim 
O'Toole  
are co-chairmen
 for the dance 
and  will have a large 
committee 
working  with them. 
Mr. 
Fred 
Kessler 
SCIENCE
 DEPARTMENT
 
HELPS
 
STATE
 
IN COMPIIING
 
OF
 
NEW
 
ELEMENTARY
 
CLASS
 
G 
U 
IDE
 
Text
 
Book  
To Fill 
Definite
 
Need
 
Ir 
California
 
Primary
 
School
 
Curriculum  
a 
The  
San  
Jose
 
State
 
science*
 
Debaters
 Engage 
partment  is 
largely
 
responsd.
 
 
the
 third 
volume
 
of
 
Science
 
C.,
 
for
 
Elementary
 
Schools
 
which
 
to 
be
 
published
 
in 
the
 
near
 
U..,
 
for
 
all 
elementary
 
teachers
 
, state
 of 
California.
 
The  Guide
 
is 
designed
 
to
 
rr. 
San 
Jose 
State 
college
 
debaters  
the
 definite
 
need
 
and  
growl:,
 
Sr. 
---Imand
 for
 
more
 
adequate
 
ref,
 
will 
engage
 
Stanford  
University  
I  
materials  
in 
the 
subject
-Matters',
 
elementary  
school
 
science
 
anti
 
furnish  
useful 
suggestions
 
on
 
structional
 
methods.
 
The
 
polio.
 
tion of 
this 
series
 
of
 
bulletins
 
a 
cooperative  
project;
 
the
 
muter.:
 
Stanford
 
In 
Confabs
 
a 
home
 and 
home 
debate 
in the
 
near 
future,
 declares
 
Mr.  
Ralph  
Eckert,  
debate  
head.  
The 
first 
debate
 will 
be at 
Stan-
ford, 
February
 15 
at
 8 p.m.
 upon 
the 
subject  
"C.I.O.  
Is 
Deterimental
 
to the Interest
 of 
Labor".  
San Jose
 
being  
written
 
by
 
members
 
oft,
 
State college
 
will  
uphold  the
 at-
 
siecgieens,  c 
ewfhaocualtriees
 
Rope%  
the
it
 
i 
hesatat:  
a. 
firmative.  
 
The subject 
matter  
of
 the 
ro-
 
subjects  
treated,
 
and 
the
 
bulled:
 
turn 
debate
 to 
take place at 
San
 
being  
edited,
 
published,
 
and  
dn 
Jose 
State  
college  has 
not 
been
 
of
ducauon
 byte
 
State
 
Depart::
 
f
  
The
 
colleges
 
aiding
 
in ti,
 
lishing
 of 
this 
magazine
 
necessity being the mother
 of 
in-
 
Chico  
State.
 San
 
Diego  
Stat,.
 
vention 
when he was 
unable
 
to 
no
 
State, 
Humboldt
 Stat. 
have a press at the 
C.C.C.
 camp.
 
Franciscotateaw
 
SanState,lJose
 
jSeasntatateli  
Kessler  who is 
24 years old 
has  
s
 
worked
 in the  C.C.C. camps 
for
 
the 
who
 rofes
 hsoras  
f 
three 
years  depicting 
with wood 
ie
 
hge  
completion
 
veoof 
this  
third 
voles
 
Contributed 
taotie
 
blocks, linoleum 
cuts and oil 
paint  
ings camp life. 
are 
Oscar 
L. 
Brauer,
 Lester
 H 
Prints are 
made on thin 
Japanese  
Brubaker,
 
Fred
 
E.
 Buss,
 Lyman
 
paper  slightly  
dampened
 to obtain 
H. 
Daughterty,
 
Carl 
D. Dunce
 
g 
S 
the best result. 
Kessler  pointed out. 
Harry
 En 
w ich
 t, 
Earnest
 
. Now doing commercial art work 
Greene, 
Karl 
S. Hazeltine, 
Our
 
here in San Jose, 
Kessler said lw 
W.
 
Jacobs, 
Wilbur  H. Morelans 
would prefer to do book illustratiw
 
P. 
Victor  
Peterson,  
Gayle 
B.
 
P o :
 
well,
 Emily Smith, 
George  E. See: 
and hoped 
to do that irt the future. 
den where during his stay he mad, 
and 
Gertrude  
Witherspoon.
 
these prints of 
the life and scene, 
-- --
around him. 
Beginning
 block printing
 qud . 
Presents  
Prints  
d 
baetceidrsedwitallpuopnh;
 
ohldovit.heevenr,
 
negative side.
Art Majors 
Using a spoon
 instead 
of a 
print-
ing press and 
only
 one tool to cut 
out the
 block, Mr. 
Fredolin
 Kessler 
has made 
a large number of block 
prints 
of life in a C.C.C. camp. 
These facts were learned 
Tuesday
 
morning 
by
 the Sophomore Art 
majors when he spike before the
 
Art 
70 class. 
Mr. Kessler began
 his Art career 
in a St. 
Louis  Art school and 
then 
entered the C.C.C. 
camp
 at Alma -
accidentally  when 
he
 first arrived 
 the block
 print. 
He makes use of a spoon to rub 
the
 
back of the paper
 he is print-
ng Instead of a printing press, 
Tsk, Tsk, ... AND AT 
YOUR
 AGE 
Miss Vivian Fraedrich, 
left, instructor 
in
 the 
Women's 
Physical
 
Education  
department.
 and J. 
Wendell 
Johnson,  speech
 instructor and 
technical stage 
director for 
college 
theatricals
 are shown 
here 
undergoing  a period of 
"belated
 adolescence" in 
preparation  for 
the 
faculty
 "skating
 bee"
 sched-
uled for January 20. 
The 
"roller  session"
 will 
be
 held 
at the 
San  Jose Auditorium
 
Roller
 Rink. More 
than one hundred "as good 
as
 
bruised"  faculty 
members
 are 
expected  to 
attend.  
-Photo 
Courtesy  San Jose 
Mercury  Herald. 
LAFFS 
GALORE* 
Is Setting For 
Faculty Agony 
- -- 
Students whose ideas of sweet 
revenge make a big thing out of 
watching 
discomfort shower the 
shoulders of allegedly dignified 
faculty members, can have a mer-
ry night
 of shameless 
chortling
 
next week 
should they by 
hook 
or crook 
gain  admittance 
to a I 
certain San 
Jose roller 
skating
 
rink. 
For,
 a week from 
tonight, the 
"flaming 
youth" of 
the 
faculty
 
will attempt to burn
 up the miles 
at the Auditorium Roller
 Rink on 
the Alameda when 
at least 100 
professors
-instructors
 from 
San 
Jose State 
college  plan 
to step ' 
out with their 
families, friends,
 
and 
well wishers
 for the 
roller  
skating
 party 
sponsored  by 
the 
State college
 Women's Physical 
Education 
department. 
According
 to advance 
reports. 
the 
faculty play boys 
land girls I 
will roll 
and  fall 
between
 
the 
hours of 
7:00 and 
10:00  on Ow 
night of 
January  20, and 
the odds 
are even 
on
 just what
 discrep-
alley 
there  wil he betwisen 
the 
"rolling"
 and the
 "falling". 
This
 marks the first
 such fac-
ulty
 party to be attempted local-
ly.
 
And  according to some
 student 
ommen
 t. it may be 
the last. 
(Either the 
faculty will return to 
work the morning
 after with beam-
ing 
faces or 
Edwin  Markham 
Health
 cottage will
 hit a new 
high point in 
numbers  of beds 
filled
 by first 
degree
 abrasion 
DRAMATICS
 
at
 the Conservation Camp, 
aryl 
AS S. 
J.
 PROFS
 *
  
4 
receiving 
no ffistructions in 
this  
maimed
 from 
Page
 Owl 
of art work Mr. Kessler diwelopei 
TRY TO 
SKATE 
jm., 
takes
 
his  
first
 
college
 
this technique by 
himself. He pr.. 
1 role
 
as "Vasya".
 He played 
feres using a single 
cutting  
tool
 
straights
 at 
Bellarmine
 
Prep
-Jed 
because of a 
more
 uniform ap- 
flings, 
well-known 
sports 
ends.,
 
pearance  it 
gives  to the 
lines of 
San Jose 
Roller Rink 
ast, is outstanding
 in 
wrestEd
 
and football.
 
Frank 
Wilson,  
Pre
-Legal
 
mpha
 
more,
 plays 
another
 
lead pig ' 
"Squaring
 the Circle".
 
As
 
"Mar'
 
he 
also takes
 his 
first 
role.
 
Wdre  
is a 
member  
of 
Pegasus,
 
s 
Spartan  
Senate,
 
and  
a 
grooms
 
debator. 
John
 Knight, 
portraying
 
"Er,  
lian", took 
character
 
roles
 
at
 
S-
' 
quoia
 
high  
school.
 
Knight,
 
ser 
I 
Police  School 
student
 
to 
CO
 
, 
out"
 for 
drama,
 
continues
 
to
 
ble
 
I 
the 
trail started
 
by
 
Ludwig
 Sri
-
/smeller,
 
last
 
seen
 
in 
"Quaid
 
Street".
 
A 
member
 
of
 
theg-lei...
 
Knight is 
known
 
as
 
the
 
drums,
 
jor  of 
the 
college
 
band.
 
Francis 
Pearson,
 
as 
"Ramis
 
vich",  comes 
from
 
San
 
Jose
 
hit 
where  he 
was 
a 
member
 
of
 
Als!
 
, 
and  Scroll.
 
"Squaring
 
the
 
CIO
 
'is 
his  
first
 
college
 
Prfflud°
 
Pearson,  
sophomore
 
Accoudffl
 
major,
 
is
 a 
prominent
 
member°
 
the 
DeMolay
 
fraternity.
 
 
en 
Al 
on 
in 
Pt 
Sur 
ter 
of 
Sit 
ON 
act 
sh; 
cia 
iii 
SIB 
psel
 
urd
 
rns 
out 
no 
thu 
sou  
tan 
qua
 
win 
seb, 
Other 
fine 
supporting
 
nilel  
!hie
 ups
-oaring
 
comedy
 
are  
Pie 
by
 
Victor
 
Carlock,
 
June
 
I I 
iram
 
Jones,
 
Etta
 
Gmell
 
Eileen
 
Drown.
 
-------
cases). 
::evp,iTd,h,i,.krt,,c,,fislitye,u,axlrettyreemiagi:rnberSan.
 
:pat':  
e:IYPtliniSn'
 ..-5.
 
the 
coming
 
event.
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HAIR
 
ctrruNu_
 
. 
Marceing
 
Favorite
 
Beauty
 
PO
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